
Minutes of HPFRG trustees meeting 21/9/20 
 
Meeting held via Zoom 
 
Present 
Chris Watkins. Julie Wones, Louise Chicken, Viv Tallowin, Shirley 
Sainsbury, Richard Booton, Robin Slatter. 
CW took the chair until the arrival of Nick Baker. 
 
Apologies 
Gemma Scarborough, Claire Madden, Maggie Prettyman, Brian Butcher, 
Harvey Gibbons, Harry Purnell. 
 
Minutes of last meeting 
Gemma’s surname is Scarborough. 
There was a question raised as to whether the January minutes had been 
signed.. SS to send copy to NB. 
November and December minutes to go on website. 
 
Matters arising 
Discussion around the new alarm system. SS to find the original quote and 
circulate. Also determine how long the work will take. 
 
Finance 
LC presented her report which showed several sources of income, despite 
which the Barn faces a projected shortfall of £626 at the end of the 
financial year. 
The trustees acknowledged the generosity of the Phoenix Trust in the 
grant of £4,950 towards the cost of acoustic panels. 
SS raised the fact that the five year business plan ends next year.  RB said 
that this raises the need to discuss a new plan bearing in mind that in the 
current circumstances priorities may well change. 
 
Covid recovery and action to date 
Many hiring groups have returned including Gym, Pilates, Yoga, Zumba, 
U3A, Snooker, Croquet and Football. 
Short mat bowls, Badminton and Bridge have been unable to restart. 
 
 



 
Bonfire event 
A response has been sent to the Parish Council offering a meeting but no 
response has been received.  Further contact will be attempted but the 
need to publicise cancellation of the event as soon as possible was noted. 
 
Health and safety 
Mick Dunston will make a check next week. 
NB stressed the necessity to see that trustees have heightened 
responsibility in this area due to Covid.  He undertook to review the 
current policy in the light of updated government rules and this will be 
circulated. 
The play area is still being sanitised, but as we move into colder, wetter  
and darker months, it would be reasonable to sanitise at weekends only or 
even not at all. 
Discussion over the floodlights used by the football club to enable training 
to take place after sunset resulted in recommendation that the club will 
demonstrate compliance with electrical testing regulations before training 
recommences.  SS to communicate with the club. 
RB raised the question of whether the football club should be asked to 
make a contribution towards the cost of electricity. 
NB will follow up concerns over mending the broken goalpost. 
 
To do list 
NB noted the fantastic efforts of the volunteers and reported that the work 
party has successfully achieved the following- 
 
Preservative applied to all weatherboarding except the east end where 
access is difficult.  Inquiry will be made by HG as to the possibility of 
sharing costs for hiring a cherry picker with the Chapel. 
Preservative applied to all other woodwork. 
All gutters serviced. 
Weatherboards repaired where necessary.  In the longer term these 
should perhaps be replaced by composite boarding. 
 
Flooding concern at resulting from tarmac to driveway- NB has met with 
the contractor and discussions are ongoing. 
RoSPA inspection pending. NB to follow up. 



NB raised the necessity of drawing up a planned future maintenance 
programme. Nb to follow up. 
 
AGM 
Nomination papers to go out as soon as possible. 
 
Date of next meeting 
19th October 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


